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WHY THIS GUIDE
Interest in Artificial Intelligence has reached fever pitch in the last few years. Over 80% of
executives surveyed believe AI will yield a competitive advantage1 but only 14% of enterprises
have deployed AI today.2 Further, less than 39% of all companies have an AI strategy in place 3
and most companies are not mature enough to harness the benefits of AI.
Indeed, there are significant pre-requisites to being AI ready:
Data: access and availability are important. Having a means to collect and store data
(transactional, demographic, anything that allows you to get a picture of your customer
and business environment) are your building blocks and your competitive advantage
Digital Assets: companies already progressing on their digital transformation journey are
better poised to move on to developing AI use cases. In contrast, companies still early in
their journey need to build digital assets
Whether a company is further along in its AI journey or still in its nascent beginnings, there
is a very real need to help decision makers make AI actionable and scalable .
Companies struggle to either design pilots and/or then scale, resulting in a gap between
ambition and action. To add to the confusion, with every company claiming to offer AI, how
do you pick which one corresponds to your actual business need?
In a time when every company claims to offer AI, we wanted to cut through the clutter and
provide a pragmatic roadmap to execution .
If you are still in the beginning stages of understanding AI and formulating your strategy,
we've listed our resources at the back of this guide.
If you already have a foundational understanding of AI, this guide offers:
Frameworks so you can identify starting and optimization points to power your business
with AI
Expert viewpoints on best practices
Vendors to execute on your AI initiatives
Use cases of AI applications in a variety of industries

WHO THIS IS FOR
This guide is intended for business leaders and decision makers, with non-technical
backgrounds, who have just started their AI journey. We wrote this for leaders who are
looking for a strategic perspective and who want a roadmap for concretely applying AI in
their organizations.

1 & 3 - MIT Sloan Management Review, 2017, Reshaping Business with Artificial Intelligence
2 - Gartner, 2019 CIO Survey: CIOs Have Awoken to the Importance of AI
1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. Artificial Intelligence has permeated the psyche of business ecosystems and media outlets
around the world. Advances in the cloud, democratization of AI algorithms, and hardware
improvement have made previously impossible AI applications like speech recognition,
natural language understanding, and computer vision possible.
II. Artificial Intelligence can provide enterprises with vast advantages over their competitors.
Whether a company is further along in its AI journey or still in its nascent beginnings, there
is a real need to help decision makers make AI actionable and scalable. In an era where
every company claims to offer AI, we want to cut through the clutter and provide a
pragmatic roadmap to execution.
III. First, companies must assess their AI-readiness before getting started.
A. Two pre-requisites are Data and Digital Assets .
B. We provide our Anewd.ai AI Maturity Model which outlines four (4) stages of
maturity:
i. Discovery
ii. Exploration
iii. Experimentation
iv. Scaling Up
IV. We also provide our DOPE Scale , a diagnostic framework and assessment guide for
you to benchmark four key dimensions in building your AI-first house: Data, Organization
Design, Platform, and Enterprise Capabilities .
A. If most of your answers are “no” to these diagnostic questions, these are your starting
points to create building blocks in deploying AI
B. If most of your answers are "yes", then it's time to go to the next step and scale up
V. We introduce our Spinner Forces Framework which divides enterprises into three
themes that are common across all businesses regardless of whether it is product- or
service-oriented. These three themes are Customers & Markets, Operations, and
Enterprise Enablers .
A. Customers & Markets revolves around customer demand. In this version, we focused
on Marketing as a proxy for demand. Marketing is one of the most mature functions in AI
application.
B. Operations encompasses supply chain logistics and operational efficiency —and
serves as a proxy for supply. Operations is an excellent candidate for AI application as it is
data rich, error-prone, and repetitive.
C. Enterprise Enablers is the full suite of services that support both the supply and
demand sides of a business . This includes IT infrastructure as well as other support

functions like HR and Finance. In this version of our guide, Enterprise Enablers focused
on AI Data Platform solutions within IT.
VI. We further break down the Spinner Forces Framework into an AI Axis Action (AAA)
Framework . This outlines core actions within Spinner Forces that are performed as part of
supply, demand, and enabling an enterprise.
A. In this version of our guide, we have chosen a few actions to focus on:
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i. Customer & Markets – within the Marketing function of Customer & Markets, we
focused on activities that seek to Understand customers, provide Support , and
Predict & Forecast demand. These correspond to social media listening, customer
support, and marketing forecasts (propensity to buy/churn etc.) respectively.
ii. Operations – in this version, we chose Predict & Match , Produce , and Control &
Manage activities. Knowing that product-oriented enterprises have different
operational needs than service-oriented enterprises, we’ve included options for each:
a. In product-oriented sectors, prediction, automation and robotics deliver AI-value
in warehouses, plants, and logistics activities while predictive maintenance can
improve asset usage. Quality control is also a well-established use case.
b. In service-oriented sectors, robotic process automation (RPA), particularly backoffice processes, is a popular application. AI also delivers value in forecasting
volume as well as detecting risk and fraud.
iii. Enterprise Enablers – in this version we focused on AI Data Platform solutions,
specifically:
a. Prepare : data preparation is labor intensive and time consuming so suppliers in
this space are developing solutions to address this.
b. Visualizing, Analyzing, & Modeling : data encompasses the tasks of designing
and training algorithms, as well as analyzing and visualizing results.
c. Operationalize & Scale : AI platforms allow enterprises to operationalize and
scale

deployment

of

AI

on

many

levels:

preparation,

training,

modeling,

deployment, and maintenance over time. This helps measure value delivered by AI
initiatives.
d. Protect & Defend : Finally, we address AI security solutions. AI provides more
sophisticated algorithms to detect hidden patterns of threats earlier and trigger a
faster response.
B. Under each AAA Framework, we also provide:
i. A sampling of vendors addressing both service- and product-oriented enterprises.
In some cases, you will find a wide spectrum of options from predictive models to
robotics to illustrate the variety of AI applications available
ii. Implementation advice
iii. A sneak peek at the next frontier
iv. Use cases to show practical application
VII. To conclude, we outline:
A. A series of next steps to make your AI strategy actionable
B. Reminders on measurement and governance
C. And some parting thoughts:
i. It is undeniable that the race for AI dominance will go to the swift and create a steep
divide between those who are AI-first and those who are late-adopters.
ii. Products do not simply work by plug-and-play. The hard work happens in house and
it is critical to align AI offerings with your business needs.
iii. Be diligent about scanning for new sources of data.
iv. Consider not just which roles to hire but where to center the learning and action:
decentralize the former, but centralize the latter.
v. Finally, don’t forget about the customer. Using technology for the sake of using
technology is not the goal, but rather a laser-like focus on the customer experience
should determine which investments and initiatives are to be prioritized.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
Many AI guides often start with the underlying AI techniques (i.e. Machine Learning, Natural
Language Processing, Computer Vision) when outlining AI strategies. However, in this guide,
we've elected to take a functional view in applying AI. Why? Because as leaders work
through their AI strategies and tactics, the reality is that initiatives are executed by
specific functions : Marketing builds their acquisition campaigns, Risk creates their
mitigation strategies, Procurement has their sourcing procedures. We've structured this
guide to align with these functions to make it easier to understand which AI tools can help
you move your business forward without getting lost in the technical details.
To begin, we developed two frameworks to help you get started. The first is our Spinner
Forces Framework , which includes three themes:
Customers & Markets – corresponds to demand-generating functions like Marketing and
Sales
Operations – corresponds to supply-driven functions like Supply Chain and Logistics
Enterprise Enablers – corresponds to support functions like IT, security, HR, finance, and
other functions that enable an enterprise

Enterprise
Enablers

Support Functions such as IT, security,
HR, finance, etc.

Supply Side such as Supply
Chain and Logistics

Demand Side such as Marketing
and Sales

Operations

Customers & Markets

The Spinner Forces Framework
Within Customers & Markets , we see the most AI maturity in Marketing: from social media
listening to customers support via chatbots, to measuring emotions and predicting churn,
use cases abound in this space.
In Operations , we see two work streams depending on whether the business delivers a
product or a service:
In product-oriented sectors, we see use cases in process automation, robotics, predictive
logistics and maintenance to improve asset utilization.
In service-oriented sectors, AI delivers value in detecting fraud, risks, and automating
back-office processes such as claims management.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
In Enterprise Enablers , most of the focus on AI today is on data and platform solutions,
which is what we'll focus on for this version of the report. We share a diversified list of
vendors that can prepare, build, test, operationalize, and scale AI for organizations ― as well
as provide cybersecurity solutions.
Under each of these three themes, we further expand each one into multiple actions* essentially core activities that are performed under each function. These activities are
organized using our AI Axis Action (AAA) Framework .

Operations

Customers & Markets
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand
Acquire & Develop
Support
Measure & Optimize
Predict & Forecast

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plan & Design
Predict & Match
Produce
Control & Manage
Improve

Enterprise Enablers - Data
Platforms & Security
1. Prepare
2. Visualize, Analyze, &
Model
3. Operationalize & Scale
4. Protect & Defend

AI Axis Action (AAA) Framework
For each action under this framework, we provide:
- an overview of the business challenges
- a sampling of vendors to illustrate capabilities in this space
- advice on things to look out for during implementation
- a peek at what the next frontier could look like

After covering all of the above sections, our guide concludes with Next Steps,
Measurement and Governance .

tip:

When evaluating
the vendor
options we've
outlined, keep in
mind that ROI
needs to be
assessed relative
to implementation
feasibility and
current
capabilities.

*For this first version, we selected specific actions (in bold) within the AAA framework as a
starting point. Subsequent versions will cover other actions within this framework.
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METHODOLOGY: HOW WE
CHOSE VENDORS
This guide is intended to be illustrative of vendors and the capabilities that exist in each respective
domain. It is not intended to be exhaustive, rather it represents a sampling and a starting point for
companies that are considering initiatives falling under each thematic function.
Where available, we strove to represent diversity in our vendor list. We endeavored to include
vendors from a variety of geographies, industries (services vs goods), and technologies. Some are
major players in their space while others have niche offerings or provide emerging technologies.
We omitted giants such as Amazon Web Services, IBM, Salesforce, Microsoft, and Google given the
proliferation of data available on their offerings, opting to shine a light on perhaps lesser known
providers.
The AI space is dynamic and fast moving, so companies must perform their own due diligence to
ensure vendors are the right fit for their specific needs.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Since we mentioned certain pre-requisites are required prior to implementing AI, let's assess your
organization's AI Maturity before we dive in. Our DOPE Scale evaluates four dimensions of your
organization’s AI readiness state:
Data
Organization Design
Platform
Enterprise Capabilities

These key questions pinpoint where you are in your AI journey. This will help contextualize the
building blocks that are needed as you move forward in powering your organizational capabilities
with AI. They are meant to provoke thought and aid you in assessing your business' AI roadmap.
So, how DOPE are you?
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ASSESSING AI READINESS
ANEWD.AI AI MATURITY MODEL
Use the chart below to assess your AI Maturity
Discovery
Understanding the
basics of AI
Baselining data
Baselining talent

Da
ta

OD PE
C

Experimentation

Exploration
Dedicated small team to
pilot
Engaged in pilot vendors
and open source tools
Already have data with a
collection and preparation
strategy

Da
OD PE
ta
C

At least 1 or 2 business
units engaged
More than 3 pilots
Dedicated team with < 5
members
Dedicated budget

Da
ta

OD

Scaling Up
Enterprise platform tools with
common glossary
In-house team with full range of
talent
Multi-year investment and
dedicated budget

PE
C

Da
ta

OD

PE
C

Data
Organization Design (OD)
Platform + Enterprise Capabilities (PEC)

DOPE SCALE

Use the key questions to guide you in your AI development. They are meant to provoke thought and aid you in assessing your business' AI journey.

DIMENSIONS

Data

Organization
Design

Platform

Enterprise
Capabilities

KEY ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
Have you digitized your data (customer, suppliers, processes etc.)?
Do you have an in-house and outsourced data collection strategy?
Do you have a single source of truth? Do you have a data lake for legacy systems?
Do you have a means to collect, organize, mobilize, and analyze data?
Do you have cloud capabilities? A common data standard and glossary

Do you have leaders that are able to understand and bridge both business and data?
Do you have sufficient data and engineering talent?
What about change management specialists?
How are you up-skilling your current workforce?
How are you instilling a data driven culture?
Where is decision-making centered and how close is it to relevant data sources?
What data-related KPis are support teams being measured against?

What type of IT Infrastructure empowers your enterprise? Are your IT platforms across
business units linked?
How many pilots have you run? Have different business units been experimenting with pilots?
What type of tools do your organization employ to envision data? Are they accessible across
the full value chain (i.e. self-serve)?
What is your cloud strategy: single, hybrid?
How are AI investments allocated?
What ratio of internal talent versus external consultants do you currently employ?
How are your success metrics institutionalized? Do all business units have a common view of
success?
What governance mechanisms do you have in place to manage ethical and privacy concerns?
Are multiple business units enabled with the same tools to pilot and measure success?
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ASK THE EXPERT
Q&A WITH ED DORAN, SENIOR DIRECTOR,
MICROSOFT RESEARCH
Ed leads product
management for new
incubations in
Microsoft Research &
AI. He is a founder,
product leader, and
advisor working with
both global
enterprises and
technology start-ups.

Q: There is a tremendous amount of
discussion around AI right now, but are you
seeing that translate into real adoption of
these technologies?

A: Yes, it is an exciting time for both business

and technology and we are seeing fast growing
companies embrace AI as an increasingly
important part of their business. Our research
has found high growth companies are more
than twice as likely to be investing in AI
than lower growth companies. In fact, fast
growth companies are not only more likely to
invest, they are farther along in their
deployments and planning on investing more
next year. I think we are just starting to see
how modern companies are going to leverage
AI for their business.

Q: That sounds promising. What are some of
the things are you learning from AI
deployments in these leading companies?

A: One of the more interesting findings has

been the relationship between AI deployments
and employees. I think there can be the
perception of a false dichotomy in how
businesses think of their investments in AI vs
people. In fact, our research has found that
investments in AI have the potential to not
only deliver key technological benefits but
also an increased focus on employees.

Skills like empathy, accountability, creativity
all become that much more important for a
business that is transforming with AI. One of
the keys early in the engagement is
identifying the right set of employees to
help identify where AI can make non linear
contributions to your company (e.g. What
scenarios are most important to solve? Where
are the limitations today holding your team
back?) as well as helping to define success for
the project (e.g. How do you measure and
learn from the deployment? How do you know
you’ve solved the key problem for your
organization?). So, recognizing that really
well designed and deployed AI empowers
employees should help decision makers
identify new opportunities that are right
for their company.

Q: How about leaders? How does AI
deployment help the executive suite?

A: Great question. The research we have done
with successful, high growth leaders (i.e.
double digit growth) has found that they are
focused not only on embracing AI to help
them make strategic decisions (e.g. nearly half
are using AI to help them develop their
strategy vs only about a third of low growth
leaders are doing the same). I think these
leaders are looking at AI as a fundamental
part of their business going forward, they
even report that they plan to update their
skill set to emphasize leadership objectives
like new strategies and market
opportunities as enabled by AI. Of the high
growth leaders we interviewed, 66% reported
expecting to see AI having a positive impact
on their leadership.
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THEME 1
CUSTOMERS & MARKETS
A digitized ecosystem with email, social media, and the
web has allowed marketers to play in a sandbox with
multiple data assets. It’s because of this digital ecosystem
that marketing as a function has had considerable time to
evolve and mature when it comes to applying AI. From
customer support using chatbots, to analyzing social
media for product ideas and sentiment, to scoring
customers most likely to attrite, use cases in applying
artificial intelligence to marketing abound. For low
hanging fruit, quick wins and actionable pilots, start
here.

Acquire &
Develop

Understand

Predict &
Forecast

Aside from its maturity as a function, studies have shown
that marketing and sales is an area where the most
significant potential value can be derived from AI,
1
especially in certain industries. While chatbots and social
media listening have garnered a lot of press, scoring
customers by propensity to respond can yield significant,
direct ROI. In contrast, social media listening has a longer
cycle on direct return.

Support

Measure &
Optimize

Our AI Axis Action Framework* encompasses:
-

This version of the report will focus on
Understand, Support, and Predict & Forecast,
with the first two amongst the most mature
applications of AI and where a proliferation of
suppliers exist.

Understand
Acquire & Develop
Support
Measure & Optimize
Predict & Forecast

*Text in bold denotes actions in AAA Framework covered in this version. Other actions to be covered in future versions.
1 - McKinsey Global Institute. Notes from the AI Frontier Applications and Value of Deep Learning

UNDERSTAND

SUPPORT

PREDICT & FORECAST

While "Understand"
encompasses more than social
media, data in traditional
market research is dwarfed by
the volume available on social
media sites. Hence, the vendors
below focus mostly on this
space. Due to its maturity,

Customer support most often
takes the form of virtual assistants
or chatbots and is among the
most mature AI applications.
Thousands of competitors
differentiate on techniques
utilized (Computational
Linguistics, Machine Learning,
Rules Based). The spectrum of use
cases runs from back office
support to front line customer
interface, customer acquisition,
retention and upsell.

The crux of AI's power lies in its
ability to predict outcomes
based on data patterns. Suppliers
in this space allow organizations to
predict likelihood of events such
as propensity to buy, churn risk,
and profitability, thereby
increasing value and efficiency in
marketing initiatives. Activities in
this space can yield a direct and
measurable ROI, making it a
good candidate for AI pilots.

social media vendors are
integrating more and more
into a full suite of services:

listening, publishing, brand
protection, analytics, etc.
Commoditization has rendered
many players differentiating on
customer service and through
new features like video
analytics.
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CUSTOMERS & MARKETS: VENDORS, ADVICE, & NEXT FRONTIER
S = Service industries; P = Product industries; BSP = Both

UNDERSTAND

SUPPORT

MELTWATER (CANADA)
BSP

About: Top-tier social media and campaign analytics

ADA (CANADA)
BSP About: Supports customer service call centers and

platform, including virality visualization, with best in-class

chatbot automation in over 100 languages

team collaboration functionalities and superlative ROI

Industries: Financial Services, Retail, Travel, and Utilities

calculation
Industries: Real Estate, Higher Education, Healthcare, Non-

profits, and Others

BSP

TALKWALKER (LUXEMBOURG)

COGNIGY (USA)
BSP About: Chatbot technology that links customer service to
other departments within a company (i.e. IT and HR)

Deep understanding of context in conversations and

About: Stands out from its text-only monitoring peers and

advanced third-party integration

launched first of its kind video recognition tool which can

Industries: E-commerce, Financial Services, and Others

detect nuanced emotions such as sarcasm and irony
Industries: Telecomms, Food & Beverage, Sports, Technology,

and Others

BRANDWATCH (UK)
BSP

About: Analyzes mentions across social media and other non-

social networking websites, such as blogs and review sites.

SURVEYBOT (USA)
BSP About: Easy to use platform that runs surveys via
Facebook Messenger and Facebook Workplace to make

answering surveys a conversational experience

Approachable user interface with strong customer support

Industries: Technology, E-commerce, and Others

Industries: Technology, Financial Services, Marketing,

Transportation, and Others

ADOREBOARD (UK)
BSP

Description: By creating eight emotional indexes to

BSP

About: 24/7 support for Finance, IT, and HR employees in

understand customer’s reactions to a company’s product

their day to day work functions and can handle complex

offering, Adoreboard analyzes the positive and negative

syntax and dialogue in more niche, local languages such as

drivers behind a brand’s performance

Polish, Romanian, and Danish

Industries: Marketing

BSP

AFFECTIVA (USA)
Description: In analyzing a customer’s perceptions through

BOTXO (DENMARK)

Industries: E-commerce

S

DRIFT (USA)
About: Sales prospecting chatbot that connects

their facial and emotional reactions, Affectiva provides

customers with the right sales teams using a series of

companies with analytics that help create targeted media

intake questions. Drift routes prospects to appropriate

strategies for safety and entertainment

representatives and schedule sales meetings

Industries: Marketing, Automotive

Industries: Marketing, Financial Services, Healthcare, and

Others

OTHER PLAYERS

Zignal Labs, Digimind, Socialbakers, Linkfluence

OTHER PLAYERS

Aivo, PolyAI, Gamalon, Rulai, Cresta, Cogito

OUR ADVICE

OUR ADVICE

With similar offers from social media suppliers, look out for
sufficient account servicing, consulting, and proper training to
glean the most ROI from the tools.

Involve all players in the workflow process when
designing the conversational support flow to ensure
all bases are covered.

THE NEXT FRONTIER

THE NEXT FRONTIER

Affective Computing leverages AI to understand emotion and ultimately the customer. Real Eyes, for example, can
quantify the impact of branded videos on emotional
engagement using facial coding. Affectiva and Horizon
Robotics have exhibited use cases using this technology
applied to transport and mobility. Watch this space.

Chatbots that exhibit EQ have higher conversion rates
so being able to understand contextual conversations
and embed empathy and social skills in chats is the next
frontier.
Advancements in Natural Language Understanding
will soon make human support versus automated
support virtually indistinguishable.
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CUSTOMERS AND MARKETS: VENDORS, ADVICE, & NEXT FRONTIER
S = Service industries; P = Product industries; BSP = Both

PREDICT & FORECAST
ENDOR (USA)
BSP

About: Uses their Social Physics concept to create customer

CASE STUDIES
PEPSICO UK PREDICTS NEW
FLAVORS WITH AI

predictions, such as churn and propensity to buy, based on
data analysis and human behavior; provides a “Google for

PepsiCo teamed up with Black Swan Data to predict

analytics” platform

which new flavors of its snack brand, Off the Beaten

Industries: Retail and Financial Services

Path, would be successful in the market. Using social
1

prediction tools, PepsiCo developed new trendy flavors
such as basil & tomato and garlic & hummus, as well as
BSP

OPTIMOVE (ISRAEL)

chips made of alternative grains such as rice and peas.

About: Easy to use Customer Data Platform (CDP) that uses

advantage in analyzing trends, forecasting demand, and

both customer data and predictive modeling to maximize
engagement, sales, and deliver personalized push notifications
to active customers
Industries: Retail, Gaming, Financial Services

BLACK SWAN DATA (UK)
BSP

Predictive tooling allowed PepsiCo to gain first mover
bringing new products to the market in half the time.

ERNST & YOUNG ONBOARDS
NEW EMPLOYEES WITH AI
EY’s app “Onboarding Buddy” provided new employees

About: Uses social data to predict future consumer trends,

with an omni-present resource for questions as they

ranking and forecasting category growth, and offering

become acquainted with their new job.

The chatbot

ethnography at scale

answered

a

Industries: Food & Beverage, Consumer Goods, and Aviation

employee manual and also directed employees to the

questions

faster

than

using

standard
2

appropriate contacts and identified pertinent data. The
BSP

EMARSYS (AUSTRIA)

Buddy allowed employees to feel comfortable asking

About: An industry veteran, Emarsys’ Customer Data Platform

person and avoid feeling lost on their first days at work.

(CDP) predicts customer churn, likelihoodof inactivity, and
intention to purchase so customer engagement and
capitalization is maximized
Industries: Travel, E-Commerce, and Retail

basic questions they otherwise might hesitate asking in

PAYPAL MINES TEXT TO
PREDICT CHURN
Paypal used Rapidminer’s predictive analytics tools to
mine customer complaints and identify trigger points for

RESCI (USA)
P

About: A relative newcomer to the industry, Resci’s automated

Customer Data Platform (CDP) is built by and for marketers,
predicting churn, price elasticity, and product
recommendations throughout the customer lifecycle
Industries: Retail and E-Commerce

3

churn. After analyzing customer text logs and determining
a source of high volume complaints, Paypal implemented
engineering fixes to solve the root cause of the most
frequently occurring complaint. After 3 weeks, there was
4

an almost 50% drop in related customer complaints.

1 - https://www.thedrum.com/news/2018/04/17/pepsico-uses-data-science-decide-its-next-crisp-flavour-nowit-could-inform-its
2 - https://www.inc.com/bill-carmody/how-ai-will-change-hr-in-onboarding-and-managing-t.html?

OTHER PLAYERS
Blueshift, Clari, Unanimous AI, Pointillist

ref=hackernoon.com
3 - https://inc42.com/resources/how-does-ai-enrich-predictive-analytics-you-need-to-know/
4 - https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/ace5d42ef6dc4c7ea1a05e20055667fb

OUR ADVICE
Industry specific expertise becomes invaluable when
selecting a supplier because data nuances affect model
performance and accuracy.
Be aware of the margin for error on prediction models. Allow
for adjustments and evolution in your business model.

THE NEXT FRONTIER
Models that can incorporate previous knowledge
to make predictions dynamic and less static is the
next frontier.
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ASK THE EXPERT
Q&A WITH CHRIS DUFFEY, STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT, ADOBE
Chris spearheads Adobe’s
Creative Cloud strategic
development partnerships
across the enterprise space.
His work on AI-enhanced
creativity, future trends in
experience design, the role
of human and machine,
among others, has been
featured by over 100 media
outlets around the world.

The software helps explore multiple
permutations of a solution by suggesting and
generating design options. It tests and learn.
By utilizing design systems in XD, one can
break down designs into smaller, reusable
elements that can be built upon one another
for more intelligent experiences.

Q:

What pre-requisites do enterprises need
to have in place for data-inspired design?

A:
Q: How do you recommend enterprises get
started with AI?

A: A lot of people start with AI technology ––they
talk about the techniques and how those
techniques can be applied to different business
solutions. The solution is actually the inverse. Start
with the problem - not the technology. For
example, one problem for marketers is, how can
brands create great personalized experiences that
are meaningful at scale? This is where we're seeing
huge opportunity for AI-driven creativity.

Q: What do you see as the future of marketing?
To me, it's about personalization at scale how brands can deliver meaningful, one-to-one
experiences in a way that delights.

A:

Generative Experience Design can offer many
ways to solve this challenge. It's an exploration
expedition where several project parameters are
inputted then multiple ways to solve a problem are
presented. Doing this for the end-to-end customer
experience can create heightened personalized
experiences.

Digital experiences need to be fully
optimized. Data needs to be collected. This
includes data such as:
brand channel preference
content performance
customer profile data
Once these are in place, content can be
generated and fed back into a multi-variate
test.

Q:

Can we soon imagine a world where
Amanda’s smart fridge alerts her that it's time
to go grocery shopping and sends her grocery
list to the store? There, Amanda has ingredients
for 5 meals ready based off of her fridge
inventory. The meals are inspired by the food
bloggers she follows on Instagram and her
dietary recommendations in her health app on
her smartphone. The brands of ingredients are
chosen based off of her previous purchases?

A:

Wouldn’t that be great? AI-driven Creativity
and Design aspires to deliver great customer
experiences at scale. The building blocks
continue to be developed as we speak.

An example of an application for experience
design would be Adobe XD, which has machine
learning built into its features and allows for datainspired design. It's a collaborative platform for
experience designers to design and prototype
engaging user experiences.
12

THEME 2
OPERATIONS
Operations, specifically Supply Chain, is a strong candidate
for businesses to derive noticeable return on AI investment.
From robotic warehouses, to last mile delivery, to increased
asset utilization and predictive optimization software, AI can
benefit all players in the supply chain — carriers, shippers,
suppliers, manufacturers, and consumers. Even the
environment can benefit as efficiencies in production yield
less waste and optimize energy and material consumption.
We see use cases in procurement where AI can optimize
source-to-pay workflow. AI can help predict pricing, provide
risk insights, and expedite contract design through cognitive
contracting, data management and classification, and
robotic process automation (RPA). This can be a significant
timesaver for many companies where even today, Excel
spreadsheets are used to manage such a large number of
variables.

Plan &
Design

Predict &
Match

Produce

Improve

Control &
Manage

We also see use cases involving production and distribution, with robotics playing a role. While the use of
robotics is not new, improvements in spatial sensoring have elevated their ability to do more advanced
tasks. Use cases also extend to asset management where connected devices and sensors have bridged
data from physical assets into software to enable predictive maintenance. In this case, we see hardware
(sensors and IoT) playing a bigger role in Operations, making it reliant on more than just software. With
advancements in software, hardware, and firmware, AI can bring actionable insight. Other use cases in
operations include the use of AI in improving quality through inspection and timely delivery.
Our AI Axis Action Framework* encompasses:
Plan & Design
Predict & Match
Produce
Control & Manage
Improve
This version of the report will focus on Predict & Match, Produce, and Control & Manage as they are the
most mature applications of AI.

*Text in bold denotes actions in AAA Framework covered in this version. Other actions to be covered in future versions.

PREDICT & MATCH

PRODUCE

CONTROL & MANAGE

Logistics and procurement are

Encompassing production
(whether a product or service)
and condition of the related
assets, AI has elevated capacity
planning, process automation,
asset optimization, resource
efficiency and predictive
maintenance. Here ROI and

Controlling quality and
managing risk are at the core of
a company's performance and
compliance. Risk and fraud
detection have well-

KPIs can easily be measured

the Internet of Things allow
connected devices to feed data
to better manage products and
inspect assets, minimizing
defects and maximizing quality.

data-rich, error-prone, and
cost-intensive functions that

have typically lagged in
innovation. But AI investment in
supply chain can yield strong
ROI: from inventory

management to load matching
networks and routing software
logistics, advancements have
enabled dynamic allocation
modeled on uncertainty.

- from cost savings to asset
usage ratio, downtime, and
defects.

established use cases in

service-driven sectors,
advancements in sensors and
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OPERATIONS: VENDORS, ADVICE, & NEXT FRONTIER
PREDICT & MATCH

PRODUCE

FETCH ROBOTICS (USA)

AERA TECHNOLOGY (USA)
BSP

About: Predicts demand and detects problems at each step of

S = Service industries; P = Product industries; BSP = Both

BSP

About: Uses cloud-driven Autonomous Mobile Robots

the supply chain, from factories to distribution centers, using its

(AMRs) for data collection on inventory and transportation

Cognitive Operating System. Forecasts potential delays and

while boosting efficiency and improving safety of general

identifies root causes of transportation bottlenecks in order to

warehouse functions like order fulfillment

more efficiently troubleshoot these problems

Industries: Shipping, Retail, and E-Commerce

Industries: Healthcare and Manufacturing

ANODOT (USA)
BSP About: Uses their new Autonomous Forecast solution to
anticipate demand for inventory, products, service calls, etc

SPARKCOGNITION (USA)
BSP

About: Predicts and calculates the likelihood of critical

infrastructure failure and generates maintenance
schedules to prevent accidents

within all steps of the supply chain. Easy to use platform detects

Industries: Oil & Gas, Defense, Cybersecurity, Aviation, and

anomalies and forecasts business performance in real time

Others

Industries: E-Commerce, Gaming, and Fintech

WISE SYSTEMS (USA)
P

About: Dispatch and routing software for distributors and

SEMIOTIC LABS (NETHERLANDS)
BSP

About: Eliminates unplanned downtime by providing

real-time insights into the performance and energy

couriers to automate scheduling and monitor delivery routes

consumption of connected assets

from distribution centers to points of sale. Uses predictive models

Industries: Industrial Manufacturing, Energy, and Others

to automatically adjust routes in real-time to maximize efficiency
and increase fleet utilization
Industries: Food & Beverage, Courier, Retail, and Automotive

FLEXCITON (UK)
P

minutes to optimize dispatch, streamline production, and

CLEARMETAL (USA)
P

reduce bottlenecks at each stage of the production

About: Models dozens of uncertainty variables across internal and

process

third-party data to show potential disruptions due to weather

Industries: Industrial Manufacturing

forecasts and economic changes up to eight weeks into the
future. A streamlined interface provides carriers, shippers, and

SHIFT TECHNOLOGY (FRANCE)

corporate customers with up-to date information within the
global freight supply chain

S

Industries: Food & Beverage, Retail, Manufacturing, Textiles, and

P

About: Evaluates all possible scheduling iterations every 15

About: Provides fraud detection for insurance claims and

customer claim automation for efficient settlement and

Others

payment processing

FOURKITES (USA)

Insurance, and Casualty Insurance

Industries: Health Insurance, Property Insurance, Travel

About: Offers logistics solutions within the supply chain that

allows shippers, carriers, and Third-Party Logistics providers (3PLs)
to collaboratively view real-time predictive weather, traffic and

TRACTABLE (UK)
S

mode-specific routing from factories to warehouses, ports, and

About: Uses computer vision to assess flood and vehicle

damage, allowing insurance firms to respond faster and
expedite claims

points of sale

Industries: Automotive Insurance, Property Insurance, and

Industries: Shipping, Food & Beverage, Pharmaceuticals, Oil &

Disaster Insurance

Gas, and Others

VERDIGRIS (USA)
S

About: Optimizes a building’s energy consumption with

data collected from sensors to reduce operating costs and
predict peak energy demand
Industries: Hospitality, Commercial Buildings and

OTHER PLAYERS

Noodle.ai, Remi AI, PROWLER.io

OUR ADVICE

In cross-functional endeavors like procurement, supplier
integration into their architecture is key. This can provide
advanced insights into manufacturing and shipping lead times.

Facilities

OTHER PLAYERS

Covariant, RIOS, Locus Robotics, UiPath, Automation
Anywhere

OUR ADVICE
Be aware of growing cost centers related to sensors and
infrastructure. Maintenance and lifecycle costs can dilute ROI.

SMEs need to be available to support learning outcomes.

Governance of the human-to-machine hand-off will be
important for workforce and organization adaptation.
Document new processes and remember to re-design
workforce deployment.

THE NEXT FRONTIER

THE NEXT FRONTIER

Deep reinforcement learning applied to challenges like routing
can yield significant potential upsides as this type of learning can
better manage uncertainty variables, maximizing tasks that
couldn't be optimized before.

5G will improve Edge computing and boost industries
where local optimization is critical. Advancements in transfer
learning will improve dexterity, making robotic applications
industry agnostic.
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Having a centralized/cloud strategy is needed to allow
integration of data across geographies and product assets.

OPERATIONS: VENDORS, ADVICE, & NEXT FRONTIER
S = Service industries; P = Product industries; BSP = Both

CONTROL & MANAGE
SIGHT MACHINE (USA)
P

About: Analytics platform that creates digital twins of

CASE STUDIES
TARGET IMPROVES SOURCING
TRANSPARENCY WITH AI

assets, processes, tracking material, man, and machine,
improving gains throughout and Overall Equipment

Retailer Target worked with Inspectorio to automate

Effectiveness (OEE)

quality control and supplier compliance verification

Industries: Food & Beverage, Automotive, and Chemical

measures.

Manufacturing

inspections and responsible sourcing processes were

FEEDZAI (USA)
S

1

digitized
platforms.

A

previously

through
Target’s

manual

Inspectorio’s
inspection

process,
machine

factory
learning

turn-around

time

About: Detects fraud by monitoring suspicious instant

decreased by 50% and its supply chain transparency

payments, transfers, and account openings

improved, avoiding delays and reducing costs.2

Industries: Financial Services

AYASDI (USA)
S

About: Monitors changes in customer behavior to detect

money laundering and fraud, predict churn and risk, and
run Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your
Customer (KYC) programs. Has additional applications in
healthcare and public sector infrastructure
Industries: Financial Services, Healthcare, and Public

Infrastructure

ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND
(RBS) TACKLES FRAUD
RBS worked with Vocalink to identify fake invoices that
small business customers are often duped into paying.
Their system analyzed businesses’ behavioral patterns
when paying invoices that were asked to be redirected
3

by suppliers (invoice redirection fraud) and flagged
4

suspected cases of invoice fraud, preventing the loss of
5

over 7 million GBP.

ESMART SYSTEMS (NORWAY)
S

About: Enables grid maintenance planning, powerlines

inspection, and optimizes energy consumption to reduce
cost and improve longevity of infrastructure
Industries: Energy

P

FREEDOM ROBOTICS (USA)

About: Software that lets companies manage a robotics

fleet in one platform, optimizing performance and
allowing companies to scale their robotics program
Industries: Robotics and Manufacturing

UPS USES AI TO EFFICIENTLY
PLAN LOGISTICS
UPS developed an AI based system that calculates
variables such as deadlines, weather, load, and more to
manage capacity planning as well as map out the most
efficient service bundling and routes. Their Network
Planning Tool also provides a single view on UPS’
multiple shipping centers, identifying bottlenecks and
possible disruption factors, allowing UPS to model
optimum delivery scenarios and save up to $200 million

INSPEKTO (ISRAEL)
P

6

a year on logistical efficiency.

About: Simple plug-and play tool that inspects quality on

the production lines and archives lists of common defects
Industries: Manufacturing

1 - https://sourcingjournal.com/topics/business-news/target-signs-inspectorio-boost-transparency-speedautomated-inspections-cc-73441/
2 - https://www.startribune.com/minneapolis-startup-inspectorio-raises-10-million-with-help-fromtarget-ecolab/488045821/
3 - https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/rbs-system-pushes-back-against-invoice-fraudsters-88h92l5ml

OTHER PLAYERS

Qsee, Zest AI, Ravelin, Bright Machines, Backbone AI

4 - https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/31899/natwest-and-vocalink-use-machine-learning-to-tackleinvoice-redirection-fraud/wholesale
5 - https://www.marketscreener.com/ROYAL-BANK-OF-SCOTLAND-GR-10759239/news/Royal-Bank-ofScotland-NatWest-teams-up-with-Vocalink-Analytics-to-help-protect-corporate-customer-26312527/
6 - https://www.technologyreview.com/2018/11/21/139000/how-ups-uses-ai-to-outsmart-bad-weather/

OUR ADVICE
Ensure that governance is in place when automating decisionmaking activities.
Build supervision metrics that extend from labour to asset
management fleets (robots, sensors).

THE NEXT FRONTIER
Quality control requires a lot of data but advancements in
transfer learning and semi-supervised learning will help
accuracy and performance.
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THEME 3
ENTERPRISE ENABLERS
We define Enterprise Enablers as the full suite of services
that support the Demand Side (Customers & Markets) and
Supply Side (Operations) of businesses. This includes
support functions such as HR, Legal, Finance, etc. It also
includes what’s most commonly thought of as an
enterprise enabler: IT infrastructure. Given the important
role IT Infrastructure plays in enabling AI, this version of the
report will focus on Data & Platforms and Security &
Governance and cover all the actions within the
framework.
For Data & Platforms and Security & Governance, our AI
Axis Action Framework encompasses:
Prepare
Visualize, Analyze, & Model
Operationalize & Scale
Protect & Defend

AI Axis Action Framework: Enablers

HR, Legal, Finance
Support

Security &
Goverance

Protect &
Defend

Prepare

Visualize,
Analyze &
Model

Operationalize
& Scale

Data &
Platforms

When companies begin their AI journey, oftentimes they start with a small budget. Hence, open-source
software that require minimal investment is frequently used to test and explore possibilities in AI pilots. Once
pilots start to bear fruit and companies explore both broader use cases and cross functional collaboration,
the next stage is to adopt enterprise-grade software to operationalize and scale.
As companies progress on their AI journey, they often encounter the pilot paradox: the first few projects are
easy, but the next become harder. As data science and machine learning capabilities are increasingly
adopted across enterprises, it's important to avoid excessive fragmentation across departments and set a
common standard. Building a cross functional team that can collaborate can be a significant challenge.
Even more so is sourcing and maintaining data as it grows.
In enterprise software, there has been a marked evolution: once dormant giants are expanding their offerings
in data science and machine learning. Meanwhile, recent providers have continued augmenting their
offerings with tools that can address the needs of users with different skill levels (i.e. both “citizen” and “true”
data scientist), allowing these two teams to collaborate and boost output.
Below we’ve selected vendors that provide a wide range of capabilities to tackle challenges companies face
as they progress on their AI journey with enterprise-grade capabilities.

PREPARE

VISUALIZE, ANALYZE, & OPERATIONALIZE &
SCALE
MODEL

Preparing data consists of
collecting, organizing,
manipulating and analyzing it to
get data ready for algorithm
building. Sheer volume,
heterogeneity, and poor quality
input can make this task extremely
labor intensive. It also requires a
skill set and variety of tools which
are often not available internally to
organizations. The market has
responded by rapidly offering a
variety of solutions to address this
need, delivering customers efficacy
and speed for preparing their data
for manipulation.

This section encompasses the tasks of
designing and training
algorithms, as well as analyzing and
visualizing results. The traditional
distinction between business
intelligence (BI) analytics on the one
hand and data science and ML
platforms on the other is blurring.
More vendors in the analytics and BI
sector are offering predictive and
prescriptive analytical capabilities. Data
science vendors are adding more
robust data transformation and data
visualization capabilities to their
platforms.

AI platforms allow enterprises to
operationalize and scale
deployment of AI on many
levels: preparation, training,
modeling, deployment and
maintenance over time. It also
helps measure business value
creation. Vendors below offer a
mix of building blocks to
incorporate AI solutions into
business processes. They also
help re-evaluate relevance and
validity of analysis over time as
business conditions change.

PROTECT & DEFEND
AI provides more sophisticated
algorithms to earlier detect
hidden patterns of threats with
deviation from “normal” activities,
and faster trigger an
intelligent response with less
dependence on human analysis
and responsiveness. This capacity
to stay ahead and learn
continuously to respond with
higher accuracy and lower
latency is a game changer. This
space is quite mature with
many suppliers providing a wide
suite of domain-tailored
offerings to complement or
replace established solutions.
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ENTERPRISE ENABLERS: VENDORS, ADVICE, & NEXT FRONTIER
S = Service industries; P = Product industries; BSP = Both

VISUALIZE, ANALYZE, & MODEL

PREPARE

DEFINEDCROWD (USA)

AI.REVERIE (USA)
BSP

About: Creates synthetic data using gaming techniques;

runs realistic simulations to train AI algorithms and

BSP

lower cost model training and new, tailored data sets to

cities simulations to improve public transportation and

augment existing models

public safety

Industries: Financial Services, Automotive, Healthcare,

and Others

and Smart Cities

TAMR (USA)

DOMINO DATA LAB (USA)
BSP About: Data science platform that enables data science

teams to collaborate and rapidly develop and deploy

About: Combines machine learning and manual human

models by automating DevOpsAuto tasks

training to speed up analytic processes, organize data, and

Industries: Insurance, Technology, Retail, Manufacturing,

highlight the most useful data across internal and external

and Others

data sources
Industries: Manufacturing, Shipping, Financial Services,

Pharmaceuticals, and Others

THOUGHTSPOT (USA)
BSP

BSP

About: Wrangles raw data inputs into clean, prepared

02

outputs for use across a wide range of business needs,

data thanks to a natural language search engine
Industries: Insurance, Technology, Retail, Manufacturing,

and Others

behavior assessment. Raw data is transformed faster and
Industries: Technology, Financial Services, Insurance, and

Others

FORGE.AI (USA)
About: Their ANVIL platform automates the end-to-end

process of collecting and transforming unstructured data

BSP

DOMO(USA)
About: Cloud-based platform that gives all employees at

any level access to real-time insights that allow quicker
decision making
Industries: Transportation, Education, and Others

SIGOPT (USA)
BSP About: Automates model tuning to configure parameters,

for predictive modeling and analytics

accelerate the machine learning process, and amplify

Industries: Financial Services and Insurance

model performance in production at scale. Also offers an

DREMIO (USA)
BSP

Includes SearchIQ, which permits users to converse with

such as fraud detection, churn analytics, and consumer
can be used in a cloud, hybrid, or multi-cloud environment

About: Search and AI driven analytics platform to explore,

analyze, and visualize real-time business intelligence data.

TRIFACTA (USA)

BSP

crowd-sourced data labeling. Customers can benefit from

machines across a diversity of scenarios. Also runs smart

Industries: Defense, Agriculture, Industrial Manufacturing,

BSP

About: Accelerates data training and modeling through

academic platform for researchers to solve optimization
problems and replicate results in their research

About: Cloud data lake engine that delivers fast queries

Industries: Government, Academia, Insurance, Financial

directed against data lake storage, streamlining and

Services, and Others

curating data. Facilitates the search and find of datasets in

QLIK(USA)

a catalog of data to see how data is being transformed,

BSP About: End-to-end data integration and analytics that

eliminating the need to copy and move data manually

transforms raw data into insights. Also offers 24/7 data

Industries: Banking, Travel, Pharmaceuticals, and Others

literacy support to train employees on how to understand
and leverage this data
Industries: Energy, Healthcare, Manufacturing, and Others

OTHER PLAYERS

OTHER PLAYERS

OUR ADVICE

OUR ADVICE

Scale AI, CloudFactory, Appen, Alegion

Standardizing data pipelines is important. Create data
standards for software, records, and format in order to
reduce the load for data wrangling.
Incorporate processes not just to collect but also
maintain data over time. Also, mind new sources of
data.

THE NEXT FRONTIER
The ability to generate pre-labeled data and have standards
pre-set by industry will change the data preparation game.
Better processes will exist to curate data and have
humans in the loop.
Language processing networks like GPT 3 will automate
data cleaning so this step could be obsolete. As we
automate, data retrieval errors will decrease.

Abacus.AI, Primer, Algorithmia, Dataiku, Adarga

As adoption increases, avoid inconsistent tools, standards, and
fragmentation across departments - they can cause operational
issues and silos. Provide capabilities across the end-to-end
analytic pipeline. When deploying AI in production, make sure
you have a workflow to handle errors and adjust models.
Legacy vendors still play a relevant role in this space. Companies
can leverage existing infrastructure built by these legacy
vendors to avoid switching costs. Having an Enterprise
Architecture practice along with data governance is key.

THE NEXT FRONTIER
The ability to integrate real-time, streaming data into models
for real time predictions has yet to be cracked.
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03

S = Service industries; P = Product industries; BSP = Both

OPERATIONALIZE & SCALE

PROTECT & DEFEND
HUNTERS.AI (ISRAEL)

RAPIDMINER (USA)

BSP

About: Data science platform with intuitive interface that

brings together the data science lifecycle (cleaning,

BSP

actively search for potential attacks and pinpoints existing

preparing, model operation) in one place, simplifying

vulnerabilities. Blocks threats upon detection and

complex tasks. Offers a variety of machine learning

intercepts threats that manage to bypass existing security

algorithms to fit specific needs

controls.

Industries: Automotive, Healthcare, Pharmaceuticals, and

Industries: Technology, Retail, and Others

Others

PERIMETERX (USA)

DATAROBOT (USA)
BSP About: AI enterprise platform that automates the end-toend process for building, deploying, and maintaining

BSP

empowers citizen data scientists to build models easily

AGARI (USA)

Industries: Oil & Gas, Fintech, Retail, and Others
BSP

BSP About: Unified platform for collaborative model building

phishing and other deceptive email attacks
Legal Services and Others

languages at once in real-time to share insights and results
Industries: Advertising, Government, Healthcare, and

H20.AI (USA)

About: Email security software that defends against
Industries: Financial Services, Government, Healthcare,

allows multiple peers to work across a variety of computer

Others

attacks from ad injections and other privacy risks from
Industries: Travel, E-Commerce, Hospitality, and Others

Enables both data scientists to work efficiently and

DATABRICKS (USA)

About: Prevents account takeover and card scraping

web apps and browser extensions

artificial intelligence and machine learning initiatives.

BSP

About: Uses their autonomous threat-hunting machine to

DARKTRACE (UK)

About: Self-learning platform that detects real-time
BSP threats across a company’s cloud servers, networks, and

email. Darktrace both identifies attacks for security

About: Open-source machine learning platform with tools

specialists to neutralize but also automatically detects and

that enable nontechnical users to leverage the power of

stops attacks

AI. A “recipe” concept provides model building instructions

Industries: Government, Legal Services, Non-Profits,

with open-sourced applications including fraud detection,

Energy, and Others

claims fulfillment, targeted advertising, etc.

CYNET (ISRAEL)

Industries: Telecomms, Retail, Financial Services, and

Others

DATAIKU (USA)
BSP About: Enterprise data platform designed for technical and
nontechnical users to clean data, wrangle, build, and deploy

BSP

About: Ideal for the citizen-cybersecurity employee, Cynet

provides endpoint protection, device detection threat
prediction, and vulnerability management. Customers can
send suspicious files to be analyzed to the Cynet360
console and a 24/7 Breach Response Team is dedicated to

models to scale AI. Provides self-service analytics capabilities

investigating the origin of a threat.

and integrates with legacy data sources across hybrid

Industries: Insurance and Healthcare

infrastructures
Industries: Telecomms, Financial Services, Shipping, and

Others

OTHER PLAYERS

OTHER PLAYERS

OUR ADVICE

OUR ADVICE

IT Infrastructure decisions must be made with business units
so what is built is properly driving desired outcomes.

Ensure privacy checks and balances are built.

Petuum, Descartes Labs, C3.ai, SparkBeyond

As the market and business environment changes over time,
it’s important to re-evaluate models and to calibrate to
ensure business value is consistently realized.
Maintain a data documentation repository. All versions of
model development and deployment must be documented
and explained.

THE NEXT FRONTIER

The ability to process video data will lead the way to other
sources of info-- albeit the processing overhead can be high.
New sensors such as tunes sensors can provide data without
the noise of video. Tunes sensors can detect things like the
wavelength of a flame or the change in air density from
combustion and can have many applications.
Better hardware will improve AI computation, shortening the
latency between data input to insights generation.

SentinelOne, Blue Hexagon, Red Sift, ThetaRay

Inherent biases of AI models can be easily exploited by
tricking algorithms. Watch for this as many industries are
underprepared for it.

THE NEXT FRONTIER
Federated learning could protect user data while
improving algorithms at the same time. Differential
privacy and related techniques can obtain insight
from customers while maintaining user anonymity.
Deepfakes pose the next generation of hacking by
fooling AI systems through data poisoning and
leveraging AI to launch sophisticated attacks.
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

TO RECAP, WE'VE PROVIDED:

An AI Readiness Scale
(DOPE Scale)

Two Frameworks
To Structure Your Thinking:
The Spinner Forces
Framework
The AI Axis Action (AAA)
Framework

To benchmark four key
competencies:
Data
Organization Design
Platform
Enterprise Capabilities

Vendors
Corresponding to both:
Product and Service sectors
Various use cases and business
needs

YOUR NEXT STEPS:

1

2

3

4

Review Business
Priorities

Use this
Guide

Vet Vendors

Pilot

Pick functions within
the Spinner and AAA
Framework that
correspond with top
business priorities
Outline pain points
with highest ROI
potential

according to your
needs

to shortlist use
cases and
potential vendors

Build functional AI
SWAT teams
Use a Portfolio
Approach
Align with Quick Wins
Determine KPIs ahead
Keep projects visible for
maximum momentum

DON'T FORGET TO:

Measure

Govern

What metrics will you
use to define success?

Don't build AI in a black
box. How are you
taking into account
bias, explainability and
monitoring models?

Iterate

and Learn
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It’s undeniable that the race for AI dominance will go
to the swift––and that the chasm between the swift
and the late adopters will be insurmountable. The
ability to both fortify and execute on a data strategy
will be critical.

Last but not least, don’t forget the customer. While AI
has the power to streamline inefficient tasks and
increase ROI, technology for technology sake is not
the goal. A laser-like focus on the customer
experience should determine which investments and
initiatives are to be prioritized.

With the amount of data doubling every two years,
data access won’t be sufficient. Competitive
advantage based on past data has an expiration date
so data exclusivity and access to new sources of data
will open doors.

With these tenets in mind, you have the building
blocks you need to start harnessing the power of AI.
The pay-off can be significant: a competitive
advantage and a business ready for the AI age.

While this guide outlines vendors, one can’t buy off
the shelf AI and expect a plug and play. The hard
work happens in house.
Mind and balance your organization design carefully.
It will be critical to not just focus on data scientists
and engineers, but the people who can bridge
technology and with the business.
When designing your AI-first organization, consider
not just which roles to hire but where to center the
learning and action: decentralize the former, but
centralize the latter.

In my mind, it’s not
about where you
want to be in 10 years,
it’s about what you
will wish you started
10 years ago.
– Ed Doran, Senior Director,
Microsoft Research

WHAT'S NEXT

Receive Updates
Future versions of our report
will include deep dives into:

Other Enterprise Enablers
such as HR, Legal
Industry: Fast Moving
Consumer Goods (FMCG)
Industry: Financial Services
Technology: Voice
Sign Up to Be Among the
First to Receive these
reports:

Work with Us

Partner with Us

Interested in building out
your strategies even
further? Or simply just
educating your team?

To co-author future reports

We offer executive
briefings and Build Your
Playbook sessions with a
lens on practical and
actionable AI

To be a part of our
thought leadership
advisory board
To embed our strategy
team into your process to
build frameworks

www.anewd.ai/compass
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ABOUT US
WHO WE ARE
With decades of experience in data rich industries like financial services and healthcare, we were born
data-native. We built initiatives driven by machine learning models before they became popular. We know
the value that artificial intelligence can bring to improve ROI. Value creation through applied artificial
intelligence is our singular focus.
We work on 3 Pillars: Strategy, Structure, and Projects. We offer an expansive view on industry best
practices, encompassing retail, fast moving consumer goods, utilities, energy and more. Our sandbox is
global, spanning 3 continents: the US, Asia, and Europe.
We are a strategy firm who knows how to execute. Data guides us, the customer experience directs us. We
are practitioners with actual industry experience. We have a deep understanding of business challenges
which allows us to diagnose problems and offer solutions that move the needle.
Our pursuit is meaningful applied artificial intelligence. This means we’re passionate about applying
artificial intelligence to your business in a way that produces results.

NEED MORE HELP TO GET STARTED?
Check out our other AI guides:
4 Things Companies Tend to Get Wrong
About AI
6 Steps to Effectively Integrate AI in
Enterprises
The 6 Roles You Need on Your AI Team
How to Pick Your First AI Project

HTTPS://WWW.ANEWD.AI/RESOURCES

GET IN TOUCH
WEB
www.anewd.ai

@

EMAIL
hello@anewd.ai

LINKEDIN

LOCATIONS

www.linkedin.com/company/anewd-ai/

New York - San Francisco - Paris
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